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Voltronic Inverter Setup SOP - Pylontech Battery 

1. Infinisolar - On-grid Solution 

(1) Inverter Spec.: 
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(2) General Compatible Condition: 

Battery Type US2000B/US2000BPlus/Phantom-S/US3000 

Inverter Type Infinisolar 2kW Infinisolar Plus 

3kW 

Infinisolar Plus 

5kW 

Infinisolar 

3P 10kW 

Recommend 

battery Amount 

According to load requirement and inverter rated power. 

Battery Amount N = Load power/1200W 

Communication Not required, but need finish the setting on Inverter software 

DOD 80% 

Working Temp. 0 - 50℃ (Indoor operation) 

Charge/Dischar 

ge Current 

N*25, N = Battery amount 

Warranty Refer to each country`s warranty terms, please contact your distributor 

 
(3) Inverter set up: 

 

(a) Connect PV or Grid power to wake up inverter; Connect the communication cable from 

Inverter to computer. 

 

(b) Open ‘Solarpower.exe’(the inverter set up software), Log in . 
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(c) Press ‘Parameters Setting’. 
 

(d) Set the parameter according to below recommendation, the max. charge current refer 

to the specific battery amount of real application. Then click ‘Apply’. According to the 

inverter limitation, for 2kW&3kW inverter max. is 25A, for 5kW max. is 100A, for 10kW 

max. is 200A. 
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2. Axpert - Off-grid Solution 

(1) Inverter Spec.: 

(2) General Compatible Condition: 

Battery Type US2000B/US2000BPlus/Phantom-S/US3000 

Inverter Type Axpert 

MKS 1K-48 

Axpert 

MKS 3K-48 

Axpert 

MKS 4K 

Axpert 

MKS 5K 

Max. 

charge current 

33A 33A 140A 140A 

Recommend 

battery Amount 

According to load requirement and inverter rated power. 

Battery Amount N = Load power/1200W 

Communication Not required, but need finish the setting on Inverter. 

DOD 80% 

Working Temp. 0 - 50℃(Indoor operation) 

Charge/Dischar 

ge Current 

N*25, N = Battery amount 

Warranty Refer to each country`s warranty terms, please contact your distributor 
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(3) Inverter set up: 

(a) Connect Inverter with battery, wake up inverter. 

(b) Press ‘Enter’ for 5s, to enter into the setting. 
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(c) Press ‘Up’ and ‘Down’ to choose the setting item No., press ‘Enter’ to enter into the 

detailed setting parameter, when finish press ‘Enter’ again. The following setting items 

need to be set follow the recommended value: 

 

Item No. Setting Value 

Program 02 Set to N*25A, N=battery amount 

Program 05 Set to USE 

Program 12 Set to 48V 

Program 13 Set to 51V 

Program 26 Set to 53.2V 

Program 29 Set to 47.5V 
 

 

Note:  

1. Axpert Inverter can only be waked up via battery, if the battery is turned off due to over-discharge, 

over temp. or other reasons, in order to wake up the inverter you need turn on the battery manually. 

2. As there is no communication between Axpert and battery, for a better using experience, it`s also 

acceptable to introduce monitoring device to visually display the real-time information from battery 

management system via the communication channel, such as Inverter Control Center(ICC) from 

centurionsolar. Same as the inverter compatibility condition, such a monitoring system needs get 

authorization from Pylontech in advance for the compatibility before using with the products from 

Pylontech mentioned above, otherwise the products from Pylontech will be exclusive of warranty. 

 
 
 

Any further questions to this SOP please contact us via service@pylontech.com.cn 

mailto:service@pylontech.com.cn

